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Foundation receives gift
By Stu McDowell
Copy Editor
The EWU foundation took ownership of one full block of Cheney's
business district last month in the largest single donation in the
organization's history.
The property, valued at $130,000, was donated by Martin, Robert
and the late Nolan Brown--members of one of Cheney' s oldest fam ilies.
The lot once housed one of Eastern Washington's first car deaierships started by the Brown's father, George. More recently , it has been
the home of Anderberg Chevrolet and still bears the name of that
dealership on its main building.
Four buildings now stand on the lot, which fronts on Cheney's main
thoroughfare. The foundation has listed the property with Cheney
Realtor Thorney Tibbitts, hoping to sell it outright or perhaps lease o r
sell individual buildings, according to Tibbitts.
The EWU Foundation is a non-profit organization that raises monies
This downtown Cheney block was given to the EWU Foundation by Martin and Robert Brown, along with
for
scholarships, seminars, equipment, research and other activities .
Mary Brown Bunker. Each was awarded the President's Medal for their contribution at a ceremony last
year it purchased the Higher Education Center in Spokane and
Last
month.
Photo by 8 rad Garrison
•
, now leas_es the building to the university.
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Legislator lambastes
Frederickson's policies
By Cal FitzSimmons
and Robert Siler
Editors
Enrollment levels, the purchase
of the Higher Education Center in
downtown Spokane and apparent
personality clashes have brought
the verbal wrath of a state
legislator down on EWU President George Frederickson.
Rep. Daniel Grimm, DP u ya ll up,
called
for
Frederickson 's firing (a statement
he later retracted) and Tuesday
accused him of "consistently
lowering the level of education at
Eastern" by allowing overenrollment, which Grimm said lessened
the amount of dollars spent per
student.
Eastern's board of trustees
chairman, Bert Shaber, refuted
that charge. "Money is first
shifted from such areas as
maintenance to cover the extra
costs (incurred by overenrollment). We are very conscious of
student needs," Shaber said.
"I have talked to deans and
they have told me except for having to eliminate some basket
weaving type courses, the level of
education at Eastern has not
dropped."
After meeting with Shaber and
board vice-chairman Jim Ray in
Spokane last Sunday, Grimm
stepped back fr.om his call for
Frederickson's firing. But Grimm
still expressed outrage at what he

laside

called an arrogant violation of the
law by Frederickspn in failing to
meet enroHment levels set for the .
Higher Education Center.
Eastern's enrollment exceeded
the guidelines established by the
state as part of the agreement to
fund the lease of the center last
year. Fall quarter enrollment
there exceeded the limit by 49
students, about 2 percent.
The trustees acknowledged that
violatfon last Monday and· said
enrollment restrictions would be
put in place at the center.
In a telephone interview Tuesday Grimm said the overenrollment was just one point of contention
between him and
Frederickson. The acquisition of
the Spokane Center and the role
Frederickson played in that agreement is another sore spot between
the two.
'' Anybody who has had any
dealings with that downtown
center
besides
George
Frederickson has said it wasn't
that good of a deal," said
Grimm. "It has severe limitations
for the future. It was a bad lease
and not that good a buy either."
Shaber disagrees. "I would say
that's hardly true. (,haven't heard
of anyone who said the price
wasn't right if the building is purchased outright at no further cost
to the state."
Grimm said overenrollment at
the center was part of a persistent
pattern for the whole university,
and he said it has drained
resources from the state over the
past six years.
'' I think I know the game he
(Frederickson) is playing,"

Ron McConnell blasts a strip of new asphalt layed near Louise Anderson Hall last week. Cold temperatures forced the crew to use a
blowtorch to keep the macadam from hardening.
Photo by Brad Garrison

Facuity reactions are varied
By Susan Enslow
Staff Writer

WSL successful p. l
SPOCAD near approval p. l
Olympic hopeful p. 6
Big Sky closer? p. 8

Grimm said. "It's 'I will get as
many students on campus as I can
and then get the state to pay for
them over the next two years.' We
are trying to get education into
Clark County but what happens?
All the money gets sucked up by
George Frederickson."
Shaber again disagreed with
that statement; saying the
overenrollment, if anything,
means that taxpayers ar,e. ac!ually
getting more for,...their·dollar since
more students are· being served
for the same amount of money.
Frederickson said Grimm's
stand on overenrollment does
represent a major policy issue in
the state, and should be dealt with
on a statewide level. He said
Eastern continues to feel heavy
enrollment pressure and using the
same admission standards as the
other state universities, cannot
turn students away.
Frederickso'n said he thought it
was unfair for Grimm to single
him out when other schools in the
state are facing similar enrollment
problems. Eastern was 292
students
overenrolled
last
quarter.
Western Washington University failed to stay below enrollment
levels also, with a total of 330 extra students.
Western is attempting to use an
increase in faculty salary last year
to justify that overenrollment,
said Western President Robert
Ross.
Central
Washington
University and the Evergreen
State College were also
overenrolled and will try to use
extra faculty money to justify that
...continued on page 12

When House Ways and Means
Committee chairman Daniel
Grimm, D-Puyallup, was quoted
last Friday in the SpokesmanReview as saying, "I think
George Frederickson should be
fired," his comment drew statewide .a ttention.
Grimm's outburst followed a
committee meeting at which
Grimm
personally
took
Frederickson to task for the acquisition of Eastern's downtown
center and the over-enrollment
there fall quarter, which violated
state law.

The following are a sample of
the views of Eastern's faculty on
the January 6th article.
Ray Hamel, mathematics:
"The purpose of the university is
to serve the region and
Frederickson made it happen."
Paul Melchert, psychology:
"Grimm's response, on the issue
that he is involved in, is a good indication that he cares as a
legislator.••
Philip Anast, psychology:
"Grimm was very inconsistent in
overlooking the other universities
and attacking us."
Bruce Lang, biology: "Both
Frederickson and Grimm are full
of feces. In this instance I think

Grimm was way out of line."
Bill Katz, dean of human learning and development : "Rep.
Grimm is far out of line. The
president has done an excellent
job working closely with the
board of trustees. We were a fine
small college and now we are a
fine medium-sized university. I
think you hav~ to give the president credit for that and his willingness to take risks ."
Ray Schults, history: "Grimm,
of course, does not • have the
authority to fire Frederickson.
Dan Grimm's general comment
about President Frederickson taking a cavalier attitude toward the
legislature in some of his actions

seems to have some foundation."
Stan Robinson, mathematics
and computer science: '' I am at a
complete loss as to why the state
has to establish limits on the
number of students who can attend any of our state institutions.
If we can educate 300 more
students why should we be
penalized? We should be commended for educating more
students."
Robert Alber, journalism: " I
was a bit disappointed that the
local dailies seemed to miss the
real point of Grimm's complaint
with Eastern. The headlines were
too strong, given the situation.
••• continued on page 12
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State student lobby EWU may join proposed
ge ~1~~d response compater facility. co-op
~ ~••
0
Staff Writer

Nearly one in four EWU
st udents regiS tering for winter
classes agreed to donate one
dollar each to the Washington
Student Lobby.
The 1,812 "yes" votes tallied
during registration greatly exceeded the expectations of the
Olympia~based group, according
to
WSL Executive Director
Priscilla Scheidt.
"As a matter of fac t , there was
only a projection of 600 students
(voting yes)," Scheidt said.
For the first time the donation
had been requestrd at Eastern, the
outcom_e was unusually suecessful. The results at Eastern

were a little lower than Central
Washington Univettsity's initial
donation and higher than the first
donation collected at the Univer-

sity of Washington, said Scheidt.
EWU Registrar Melanie Bell
said almost 600 of the students
had already donated their dollars.
When all 1,812 students have paid
their dollars, the total will
amount to 24 percent of the apprximately 7,500 people that
registered for winter quarter.
This figure is definitely enough
to keep EWU in the Washingtor
Student Lobby, said Scheidt.
"This makes Eastern a very,
very strong and viable member of
WSL," she added.

•

By Kalene Phillips
Staff Writer

SPOCAD, a proposed $1
million computer facility to aid in
design projects in engineering and
architecture, is near approval
although Eastern President H.
George Frederickson has expressed reservations about Eastern ' s
participation .
"We need to weigh carefully
the benefits and the cost.
We ... may find out two years later
we regret the ~xpense for shar~d
facilities we could have had on
campus," said Frederick son .
''This is an area of technology
that is moving very quickly ."
Eastern, Gonzaga and the two
Spokane community colleges may

form a coalition with industry to anxious to be a part of what
operate "SPOCAD, an associa- might be the first facility of its
tion of industry and education for kind in the nation .
Swaim said he would be
Computer · Aided Design," said
"deliriously
happy" if Eastern
Gary Hordemann, Gonzaga
decides
to
join
the program.
University engineering professor.
Students will receive instruction · Negotiations and planning
on the equipment and private in- between the institutions and local
dustry will have access to the industry have been in progress for
facilities by paying a "user fee ," almost a year, he said.
"Legal documents have been
according -to recent reports.
drawn up - articles of association,
Though Frederickson has et.c .," Swaim said .
"I imagine it still has to pass
"mixed feelings" about committing $200,000-- Eastern's share of the president and the board and
I'm not sure as of today when
initial expenses -- to SPOCAD,
that
will be,'' he said Tuesday.
departments involved are enSwaim said he is -hoping
thusiastic.
Dennis Swaim, Eastern 's everything is resolved and classes
physics department, said he is will begin by summer.

New agreement waives out-of-state tuition
By Kalene Phillips
Staff Writer

Fifteen Kootenai County,
Idaho residents paid Washington
residency tuition, each saving
over $800 for winter quarter
classes at Eastern.
And up to 45 Washington state
residents may attend North Idaho
College without paying out-ofstate fees in an exchange made
possible by a reciprocal agreement between Washington and
Idaho signed Dec. 12.
Because of the limited nature of
the agreement, the first of its kind
between the two states, only
about half of the Idaho students
attending Eastern as juniors or
seniors received the out-of-state
waiver.
At least one Idaho transfer student, not eligible according to the
criteria of the agreement, could
not afford to enroll winter
quarter.
Out-of-state tuition at Eastern

is $1,162, compared to resident This kind of agreement "makes
enormous sense but is politically
tuition of $339.
"It falls a whole lot short of difficult and complex ."
Eastern is the closest four-year
what we want but at least it's a
school
to North Idaho. The
program," said EWU President
university in Moscow, Idaho is
H. George Frederickson.
about
100 miles away, he said .
. The agreement between the
But
the legislature worries
Washington
Council
for
Postsecondary Education and the about taking the risk of too many
North Idaho College Board of people , from Idaho attending
Trustees on behalf of Eastern school here in proportion to the
Washington University and North number of Washington people atIdaho College is only one step tending school in Idaho.
''They want to be sure there is a
toward "overcoming the accident
balanced
exchange,''
of geography," Frederickson
Frederickson said .
said.
"And Idaho's out-of-state tui"What we are aiming for in the
tion
is presently, lower than
long run is a direct and open
Washingfori's,"
said Glenn
reciprocity for any citizen of Northern Idaho to come to Eastern Fehler, Director of Admissions.
"But they are considering raisWashington schools and any ·
ing
it to reduce the disparity,"
citizen of Eastern Washington to
attend Idaho schools," said Fehler said.
In order to select the limited
Frederickson.
number of Idaho students for inThere is a long history--at least
state tuition, Kootenai County
five years--of trying to reach such
(Hayden Lake and Coeur d'Alene
an agreement, Frederickson said.

When you decide
to lose weight .
call Diet Center!
.

You C a n Lose 17 lo 25 Pounds
In Jus t 6 Weeks ...

/ <· And we ll h•,H"h you how 10 lw<'ll it oH ~
0

.I

area) students must not be seeking
Washington residency, Fehler
said.
Other criteria used to narrow
the field considered the number of
credits completed al EWU, total
number of credit completed
toward the baccalaureate degree
and EWU grade point average.
"There are at least as many
disappointed students as there are
happy ones," Frederickson said.
Terry Morgan, a North Idaho
transfer student and education
major, enrolled and payed out-ofstate fees fall quarter but is fin ding it financially impossible to
pay non-reside,n cy tuition winter
quarter, his parents, life-long
Spokane residents, said.
"We could probably find a way
to pay the $339, '' his mother said.
But, both parents are retired and
$1,162 for one quarter was not
feasible, she said .
Morgan is a Washington native
but moved to Idaho to work

Parking sticker prices rise ·
By Gordon Wittenmyer
Staff Writer ·

EWU parking services has raised the price of winter quarter
parking permits by $3 over fall
quarter, and a ,7 .8 percent state
sales tax has been imposed on top
of the price hike.
The right to park in lots requir-

ing a permit will now cost $20
plus $1.50 in tax, compared to
last quarter's $17 total with no
tax.
State Attorney General senior
assistant Leland T. Johnson
handed down the opinion for the
sales tax, which affects all public
universities and colleges in the

HAVING COMPAN\'?

TRY.THE

Call today for a free c onsultation

F & M Business Center, Cheney

304 W.1st Cheney, WA. 99004
On State Highway 904
€olor 1V in Every Roo•I
PHONE: 235-8538

Served from 10:30 a .m.-2:,15 p.rn.

.

lash, Tabooley Salad, Carrot Coin, Salad Bar, Wht
& Ban. Brd, Cocoa Krispy Bars

Sat., Jan. 14

Sun., Jan. 15
Mon .. Jan. 16

Tomato Soup, Pizza Melt, Beef Stew/Bis., .Asst
Meat Sid, Corn, Salad Bar, W.t & Raisin Bf d, Choe.
Pudding, Oatmeal Cookies
'

Tues., Jan. 17 Vegetable ·

Soup,
Nacho •Turkey
San ,
Suki,yaki/Riee, Chef Salad, Zucchini, Salad Bar,
Wht & WW Brd, Choe. Chp Cookies
;,

Wed., Jan. 19

AIIHI-RAPPa PSI

Clam Chwdr, Meat Turnovers, Texas Chkn Cass,
Tuna Taco Sid, Cut Gr Beans, Salad Bar, Wt & Crk
Wh Brd, Vanilla Pud. , Sugar Cookies
BRUNCH
BRUNCH

Cr Mshrm Soup, Homemade Chill, Gr Chse Sand,
Fruit Sid Plate, Fr St Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht &
Cornbread, Snickerdoodles ·

state.
The three-dollar boost was invoked to increase parking
revenue, which fell short of expectations last fall, according to
Phil Grafious of Eastern's parking services. Presently, the state
allows no funding for university
parking.
ASE WU
Vice-·President
Thayne Stone has been working
to lower parking rates. At this
time, he is involved with a plan
that would reduce or, if possible,
eliminate Eastern's cost to use the
computer system currently being
used to process parking data. The
plan is still in its initial stages, so,
says Stone, little can b.e concluded
ori the projected outcome. Stone
has been working in conjunction
with Grafious on the parking
rates issue.
Free parking is available in lot
18 at the Red Barn and in lot 12
behind Woodward Field .

A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNrw----

Thurs., Jan . 12 Scotch Broth, Haw. Farmer Sand, American Gou-

Fri., Jan . 13

Ill

Ill

235-2800

LUNCHEON MENU

several years ago and then attended North Idaho College. He was a
candidate for the tuition waiver
but, partly because he is trying to
re-establish his Washington
residency, he was eliminated as a
prospect.
Frederickson said he is hoping
for a broader reciprocity agreement with Idaho. Presently there
is no provision for a continuance
of the current agreement beyond
June 20, 1984.
The reciprocal agreement
states, however, that "The CPE
will examine .. .cooperative arrangements for resource sharing
among the respective institutions .. . and .. .enrollment patterns ... will be reviewed to consider expanding the program .... ''
"Idahoans that are disappointed need to talk to their
legislators to encourage the Idaho
Board of Education to get a
broader
reciprocity,•·
Frederickson said.
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Paydays
changing
Effeclive Jan. 1, 1984, all student employees were changed
over to a bimonthly payroll
system. This has been ch~nged by
the state, and affects everyone
employed by the university, according to Gloria Grant of Career
Planning and Placement.
On Jan. 10 students will receive
100 percent of their salary due for
December. On Jan. 25 students
will receive pay for Jan. 1-15.
Students will receive on Feb. 10
pay for Jan. 16-31. The pay dates
from then on will be the 10th and
25th of each month.
Pay checks will still be picked
up at the cashiers office, in
Showalter 1SO.

New sorority
after members
Alpha Sigma Phi, a new sorority here, is holding a membership
drive this month. Details on joining the group will be published in
the Focus.
"We really need a sororit.)' at
Eastern," said Sharon Whittle,
president of Alpha Sigma Pi. "It
offers responsibility, leadership
and challenging opportunities for
all women involved."
The sorority has already planned various activities and officers
are currently checking into housing possibilities.
"We hope to be living in a
•house by spring," said Whittle.
"Living together as a group
would give students a chance to be
involved in college life, and they
would find that they had a sister
and a friend around evey corner," she added.
"I think a sorority could be one
of the best things that ever happened to Eastern," Whittle said,
"but we can't make a go of it
without the members to help."

U.S. economist says
We shouldenjoy 1984
A U.S. government economist
addressing business students on
campus Tuesday said that all in
all we can expect a very. healthy
economy in 1984.
Adrian Throop, senior
economist of the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco, said,
however, that 1985 will be a
"time of adjustment when a lot of
pressures are coming together."
Through continued heavy government borrowing, he said, interest
rates will be under the greatest
pressure.
"My advice to you would be to
relax and enjoy 1984, but look
out for 1985," said Throop.
He said the economic recovery
that began in November 1982
should continue through '84 with
about a 5 percent increase in the
economy this year, slightly below
the estimated growth for 1983,
which is six percent.

Price increases for this year he
said, ·s)'lould remain about 'the
~ame levels as '82 and '83, averag- t
mg 4 to S percent.
Interest rates should also remain stable with no apparent
sharp increases on the horizon.
Throop doesn't believe it is
likely that the Reagan administration will raise taxes this year.
, . _But he said, "T.he m_ost striking
thmg to me is that the defense
budget is going to increase 80 percent during the Reagan administration.,. During the
Johnson administration, he said,
the defense budget rose 55 percent
"and that was during the Vietnam
War."
Despite the . defense budget,
Throop expects the economy to
keep on a gradual rise through
this year.
"Overall," he said, "we expect
1984 to be a good year.''

I

For more information call 3597530.

Poet
to read
American poet Thomas
McGrath, author of more than a
dozen books of poetry, will visit
Spokane and Cheney later this
month for public readings from
his works.
The former student of Louisiana State Univers.ity and Oxford, New College will hold a
reading from his works, free to
the public, Thursday, Jan. 19 at 8
p.m. in Spokane's Cheney Cowles
Museum auditorium.

-

'Joni' showing
Kampus Sonshine Ministries is
presenting the film "Joni" Sunday, Jan. 15, at 7 p.m. in the PUB
multi-purpose room.
"Joni" is a dtamatic story of a
young woman's struggle to find a
useful life in the wake of a tragic
accident which left her with a
broken neck. This film follows
Joni Eareckson's progress from
the moment she became a
quadriplegic.
She survived the broken neck:
she was alive. But she would
never walk again. Her life-long
goals and ambitions were
destroyed . . Her athletic lifestyle
was over. Why live any longer?
Each step toward recovery was an
obstacle she refused to face ... un- ·
til, drawing _on her faith in God,
she saw a purpose for her life and
found power to live each day.
She began a long, hard fight
toward rehabilitation, not always
winning, but never giving up. The
fact that Joni portrays herself in
the film is evidence of her victory.
An admission of 75 cents is re- ·
quested from each person.

The

Contest:

1
Domino's Pizza ·
wlll award free a
pizza party to the
group purchasing
the most pizzas
starting January
12, 1984 and run- 2.
ning through Janua!} 22, 1984.

The
Rules:

3.

Domino's Pizza wlll keep a
record of exactly how much
pizza la ordered and
delivered to your floor, by
dollar amounts. Any pizza .
ordered during LUNCH, and
any pizza over S12, will
count twice. (Lunch hours
are from 11 am-3 pm dally).

4·

The dollar amount per;
capita will be used to
determine the contest
winner. (This way every
floor, no matter what size,
has a chance to win.)

5.

•

•

•

•

Fast, Free
Delivery

The free pizza party will
Include a large, 2-ltem
Domino's Pizza for every
thrff people on your floor,
and a coke for each person.
You may have the party
anytime between Feb. 1,
1984 and the end of this
academic quarter.

235-2000
18791st St.
Cheney
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area

!!t~~at1::.~;'ent!~::rn t~:
contest. Be sure to Identify
your floor when ordering
your Domino's Plu.a.

~ 1982

Domino's Pizza. Inc.

,I

I

Feel free to call the
Domino's
Plzza
store
manager at anytime during
the contest for Information
on contest standings.
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Opinion
Grimm sounded
like James Watt

. . - ·- T

....

By Cal FitzSimmon~
Editor

A recent comment made by a Washington State legislator has
caused quite a stir here at Eastern and throughout much of the
state.
Rep. Daniel Grimm, D-Puyallup, said, among other things,
the president of this school, George Frederickson, should be
fired. Grimm based his statement on enrollment problems this
university has been having.
The state Legislature sets limits on how many students each
state-financed institution of higher learning can enroll each
quarter. It's not a new problem but one just about every school
faces and is defeated by each quarter. There are simply more
people who want to further their education than the state is willing to finance.
The enrollment problems, being common to just about every
other college and university, wasn't really what was bothering
Grimm. He's still steaming about the method Frederickson used
to purchase the Higher Education Center last year.
As has been stated he~e before, the purchase was a positive
move for this school and students are already reaping the
benefits.
Grimm doesn't see it that way. He feels Frederickson
deliberately undermined the process usually fallowed when
pruchases such as this are made. But calling for the firing of
Frederickson was one step Grimm should not have taken in venting his frustration. His later retractien does little to patch the
harm done by the statement. Grimm should take a lesson from
James Watt when it comes to speaking before thinking.
After all, if the leaders of our colleges sit at the whim of individual legislators then what can be accomplished that is
positive?
What does Grimm really know about the- performance of
Frederickson in his day-to-day running of this school?

Enrollment lids are
the wrong approach
By Robert Siler
Associate Editor

The state flap over Eastern's Spokane center enrollment seems
to have settled down for now. The number of students
registered last fall amounted to about 2 percent more .than the
state would allow, and Eastern has agreed to place tight~r controls on enrollment-to bring the center back in line by the end of
the year .
That decision by EWU officials makes sound political sense.
It certainly would not be wise to get house leader Dan Grimm's
dander· up again until the Higher Education Center's funding is
approved.
But as soon as this session of the Legislature is over, Eastern
officials should find every possible way to fight that enrollment
lid. No single student right needs more protection in this state
1han the right to attend school.
Washington state's past economic problems have dictated
l hat students share a greater burden in the current recovery.
Tuition has increased -- not as harsh a problem as student activist s claim, since the amount paid at Eastern still is only about
20 percent of the state's actual costs.
The state employs a surcharge on students who enroll for
more than I 8 credits -- also an acceptable form of taxation. 18
credits a quarter amounts to normal progress for a four:--year
degree. Students wishing to graduate sooner should be willing to
pay for that luxury.
When such groups as the Washington Student Lobby actively
work to repeal these measures, they show a selfish lack of concern for the state's very real budget problems.
But enrollment lids are the cruellest restrictions the state could
rlace on students. At a time when unemployment remains high
and when more retraining is needed to shift workers from old industries to new technology, the practice of keeping students out
of school to save money is reprehensible and counterproductive.
·
Once students are enrolled, they have many ways to stay in
school though tuition and fees rise -- even if it means donating
plasma in Spokane twice a week.
Students have to be given the chance to be there, however.
Leave them out in the cold and they may find jobs and tra~ning.
But by denying them access to the solid liberal arts b~ckground
l:Ollege can give, the state gives those potential students little incentive to be better citizens.
Eastern's administration and trustees have a respcmsibility to
serve as many students as possible .in any way they are able -·
even to the point of defying foolish state policies.
And we will be watching.

(
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Letters

Day care issue a political move?
To the editor:

makin·g an issue of the daycare is
a political move. If so many complaints were received earlier in the
year, why did the council renew
the contract in October 1983?
While the voucher system would
have greater applicability, the
100/o or $SS maximum per quarter
per family proposed is quite different than the $20 per month per
child that is now contracted and
would greatly affect those persons
with more than one child in
daycare.

I, like most others, will write to
complain, but rarely to praise.
However, if the student council is
to make a decision based on complaints, it is time for actfon.
My two sons have attended the
Cheney Day Care center for eight
quarters. All thr~~ of us have
been very satisfied with their care.
Both children have previously experienced babysitters, small
group home daycare, and two
large daycare facilities.
Given the facility and their
resources, the center is to be commended for the atmosphere they
have created, which is cheerful
and open. The staff utilize activities that the community and
university offer, as well as
seasonal projects at the center, to
enhance the children's learning. I
have never found the children
unattended. Children with runny
noses are common in home care,
daycares and public school. I ·
know that my children have had '
no more illness while attending
Cheney Day ~are than in any of
their previous arrangements.
It must be noted that the center
is nonprofit and their rates are the
lowest that I have ever paid. The
staff is warm, friendly and caring. Most importantly, the
children enjoy Cheney Day Care.
One cannot help but wonder if

Why is an issue being made of a
contract that the council entered
into so recently? If the council
was truly dissatisfied with the
daycare contract, it should net
have been entered into. The council entered the contract which they
no longer wish to honor, and as a
result are trying to discredit the
daycare and its director.
'Doubtless we will shortly find
out the council's full motivations
for their actions.
Janna Eyer-Slough

'Two Fingers' out of proportion
To the editor:
I feel that the "Two Fingers Tequila" crisis is being blown totally
out of proportion. I have had the
unfortunate experience of reading
two complaints, and as -far as I'm
concerned, two too many. I
assumed that everyone in college
was mature enough to handle a
simple advertisement. Obviously I
should never assume that basic
idea again.
The supporting arguments
against the ad were extraordinarily ridiculous. For instance; "One
cannot purchase a bottle of tequila and get the girl as a bonus."
If a person is of legal age to purchase a bottle of tequila, I

seriously doubt he or she will expect to get the girl as a bonus. I
believe that the older we get, the
easier it is to define the boundaries of reality. As for the advertisement's connotation "Two
Fingers is all it takes," I'm sure
that it can be taken several ways-depending on where your mind is
at.
I support the women's movement, but I feel that we're getting
a little carried away. Instead of
leafing through newspapers looking for offending material, try
diverting your energy towards activities like charity of community
development.

N. Douglas Johnson
More lellers nexl putte
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HEC fight burns .bright as fire of 1912
It's possible to own too much. A man with one watch
knows what time it is,· a man with two watches is never
quite sure.
--Lee Segall

All those

When Eastern's Spokane center comes before the state
legislature for funding this session, the words of Segall will
no doubt be on the minds of many. A central theme will be
whether the building's acquisition amounts to program expansion in the Spokane area or whether it is merely a
"brick and mortar" issue -- more space for alrf'ady existing programs.
If the legislature decides that it cannot support the purchase of the bulding, Eastern will likely face a scramble for
more affordable space in Spokane, and will certainly need
to reexamine the urban university concept expressed by
President Frederickson last year.
And if the ·EWU-Washington State University merger
idea is given serious consider'a tion, Eastern will again face
the possible weakening of programs it has already
developed.
While the controversy of the past year can be dizzying to
comprehend, a look into the past shows many similar
situations. Eastern has long had to fight the state
legislature for the resources needed to maintain the schools
status in the region.
The building crisis of 1912-13 when Eastern was a
teachers' college, or "Normal School," parallels to the
current situation.
"All the world was fresh and green when the Cheneyites
went to bed on that spring night in 1912. But when they
awoke to the sound of the firebell in the early morning of
April 24, smoke was in the air, and the sky was bright with
the devouring flames that had enveloped the Normal administration building," wrote Cecil Dryden in his 1965
history of Eastern, "Light For An Empire."
The building was totally destroyed, and President Noah

years ago
By Robert Siler
Showalter at first considered sending the students home,
"and we shall probably never get them back again."
But makeshift classroom space was found, and both the
governor and state legislature expressed optimism that
money could be provided to rebuild the school, Dryden
writes.
The 1912 elections changed the scene, however. A progressive candidate allied with Theodore Roosevelt's Bull
Moose Party helped defeat the Republican governor. M.E.
May, and put the Democratic Ernest Lister in the state's
highest office.
Lister soon made his position known on the rebuilding
of the school. He announced that he would rather see
three strong state institutions of higher education rather
than five that might detract from each other. Rather than
rebuild the Normal School, he favored consolidation, even
adding Normal courses to Washington State college's curriculum, if necessary.
The state legislature during its session in January February 1913 approved an allocation of $300,000 to
rebuild the school. Lister promptly vetoed it on February
14, and as Dryden put it, "this delivery to the people of
Eastern Washington was a most unacceptable valentine."
The money then was caught up in an East - West state

controversy over a road levy bill. Finally, on March 11,
1913, two days before the session was to end, the
Legislature overrode the governor's veto -- the third time
in 30 years the school was saved from elimination.
Cheney's reaction was spectacular:
"The ringing of the fire bell announced the event to the
community, and the town fairly went wild," Dryden
wrote.
Contracts w.ere awarded in January, 1914, the cornerstone was !aid in June of that year, and Showalter Hall
was officially dedicated May 22, 1915.
With the new building in place, President Showalter set
the school on the course that has led it to the regional
university it is today.
It would appear that Eastern is at the same sort of
crossroads today with the Spokane Center issue as it was
71 years ago -- its future direction, represented by the
building and the administrators behind it, is once again in
the hands of the state Legislature.
Voice from the past
Fifteen years ago this month The Easterner reacted to
the lnnisfree controversy, centering around author Terry
Davis' sexually explicit short story, '; Daytime TV."
The Eastern editors were embarassed, President Shuck
was apologetic, the Cheney community and high school
principals around the state were outraged, and the school's
faculty and students were divided over the propriety of
printing the literary magazine with the paper.
Fortunately, The Easterner had Bill Stimson, campus
wit. In his weekly column Jan. 15, 1969, Stimson managed
to take the edge off the controversy with a humorous look
at the issue.
One quote especially stands out:
"Probably the angriest person on the whole campus,
though, was me. When I finished reading that story (three
times) I tore it to shreds, threw it in the wastepaper basket
and cursed. "Sex! Why didn't I think of that!"

Shared governance

Facuity, administration getting closer
By Robert Siler
Associate Editor
After meeting weekly for
almost a year, faculty and administration are close to defining
what shared governance means at
Eastern. The academic senate
next Monday will continue debate
on a statement prepared by the
senate-administrative committee
on shared governance.
The document is a revision of
the one suggested by the senate
last January. That statement attempted to define areas where
either faculty or administration
have primary responsibility for
making decisions or implementing policy.
The committee turned away
from making those distinctions in
the statement given to the senate
because the members found it difficult to define anything that

More letters

Story biased
To the editor:
In the Dec. I article "Threats
heeded by hunters" there was an
inane statement about a wildlife
support group (actually they were
merely called "protesters") taking decision-making power away
from "trained experts" who
-wanted to kill off some starving,
diseased deer.
So who made the decisions as to
which deer got to live and which ·
had to die before we were blessed .
with such things as "trained ex- .
perts"? If Nature is going to take
care of deer overpopulation ·
anyway, why bother wasting the
bullets?
Most people who protest
against this sort of useless
slaughter are more knowledgeable
about the environmental impacts
of wildlife management than your
outdoor writer imagines. I think it
was an unfair and biased statement to call these people, who obviously care abC\11t their natural
environment, •'·ignorant,'' and
their protests to the unnecessary
killing of deer "wildlife terrorism." I think you got it

backward!
Trish Glastre

didn't affect both faculty and administration, said Wayne Hall,
president of the faculty organization.
Instead, the document attempts
to spell out first what the spirit of
shared governance should be. The
second paragraph talks about the
need for communication and consensus, and says that even though
one part of the university may
have more responsibility in
developing policy and procedures
in some areas, it is necessary to
"inform, communicate and build
the confidence of the other parties
in the judgments and decisions
made.
The statement then indicates
what steps need to be taken to ensure the spirit of cooperation. If
either the faculty or administration initiates planning or development of university policy, the
document states, they inform the
other party in writing "in sufficient detail."
If exceptions are taken, the executive committee of the faculty
organization, along with the administration, will decide what
body on campus should decide the
matter.
If agreement is not reached on

that level, the matter goes to a
conference committee made up of
administrators and faculty
members. If agreement is still not
reached, then an outside consultant is called in to attempt to
resolve the problem with the committee.
If no resolution is still forthcoming, then a report is given
to the board of trustees outlining
areas of agreement and disagreement, with neither side presenting
a separate formal recommendation, and including the consultant's findings.
The statement is a change from
an earlier draft that would have
set the conference committee up
to review every matter of policy
development, sort o.f a "university traffic cop.''
Instead, the document is
designed more to provide resolution of major issues, said Duane
Thompson, provost for academic
affairs. "There will be times when
despite the best intentions of
faculty and administration to
agree,''
Thompson
said,
"problems will occur." If the
disagreement reaches the point of
bringing in an outside consultant
and presenting a report to the

The discussions ori sharec goverboard, Thompson said, at least
no separate recommendations will nance began a fter many o f the
be made by either side, and areas faculty expressed a lack of conof agreement will be mentioned fidence in the system based on
first. "It's a better system," he problems with the way a new
mer; t pay plan was being insaid.
Discussion at the senate stituted . A compromise merit
meeting Jan. 16 will revolve plan was agreed upon last April.
around three other concepts in the
Thompson_said he thought the
statement, identified by the senate atmosphere of mistrust created by
that controversy has begun to
at their Nov. 21, 1983 meeting.
One of those, the issue of clear up. He pointed to the
whether faculty should be cooperation involved in working
represented on administrative out the new faculty grievance prodecision-making bodies, had not cedure, approved by the board
been agreed upon by members of last June.
''The way it was revised is an
the shared governance committee
excellent
example of how shared
when the document was presented
governance
might work," he said .
to the senate, Hall said.
Hall said he has also noticed an
Another concept is for the inclusion of a preamble to the docu- improvement in the relationship
ment that would state in less for- with the administration. "There
mal terms the spirit of shared is somewhat of a different atmosphere, a greater willingness
governance.
on the part of the adminstration
The other concept to be discussto keep us. informed, keep us ined concerns faculty evaluation of
volved,' ' he said.
administrators.
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Sports
Rifle in hand, Olympics in sight
8)1 Greg Lee
ports Editor

Launi Meili is your favorite
i ter--probably the one who
would bake your favorite cookies
and make sure you got the major
share.
Cute, shy and unassuming,
Mei Ii, a junior, spends her
academic time in the home
economics department. She's
working on a dietetics major.
Her best efforts, however,
aren't performed in the kitchen

with apron tied to her waist.
Instead, she's clad in a leather
jacket, usually in one of three
tances: kneeling, prone or standing. Bulls-eyes some 50 feet
away are her piece de resistance.
Meili, if you haven't deducted
by now, is a rifle shooter. She's
one of the top collegiate shooters
in the West. As the season progresses, she hopes to prove it.
She's one of two juniors--the
other is Mark Schulz of Oroville-trying to give a fairly young Eagle

shooting team some leadership
and experience. Both. competed
on last year's national qualifying
team which finished eighth out of
eight teams at the national competition at Xavier University in
Cincinnati, Ohio . It's the first
EWU team to qualify for na1ionals since the early '70' s.
The sport, however, isn't funded by the athletic department. Instead
Associated
Students
allocated $6,600 to help the financially struggling NCAArecognized team. Only 127
universities and colleges compete
in rifle shooting.
Meili's six years of shooting experience has earned her a spot on
the United Stales national
shooting team. The national team
will compete in two international
meets.
In Febuary, Meili and the U.S.
team will fly to Norway to compete against several other countries in a week of rifle firing.
In April she'll ·take off to Mexico for some more international
competition.
In June she'll try out for one of
three spots on the women's 1984
Olympic team. Although Meili
excells in air rifle shooting, she
holds her own in .22 caliber firing. She hopes the two international meets and a return to the
NCAA championships will help
prepare her for the intense tryouts
for the '84 games.
More realistically, she's aiming
for the '88 Olympics .
Photo by Brad Garrison
But for now Meili and her t:astern's Jeff Reinland drives around Montana's Doug Selvig.
Eastern teammates are turning up
for sectional competitions that
they hope ..will be a springboard
into the national finals to be held
this year at Murray State Univer- Compiled by staff accounts
64-42), to Weber State (in Ogden,
sity in Kentucky.
Eastern's men's basketball Utah, 74-63), Idaho State (in the
''The team is doing very well at team suffered through a terrible Minidome at Pocatello, 64-57),
this point," said Coach Pat drought in December.
Gonzaga (in Kennedy Pavilion,
Allen. "We still have a lot of hard
86-57), Montana State (in the
After opening its season Nov.
work ahead of us."
warm confines of Reese Court,
Eastern lost two of its top 25 with a home-court victory over 74-63), to Montana (in Missoula,
shooters from last year to gradua- Warner Pacific, the Eagles flew
97-63), and to Southwestern Louition. With just two experienced off course.
sianna (in the opening game of
riflemen--Meili and Schulz-EWU then dropped decisions to
the Bayou Classic, 83-70).
Montana State (in cold Bozeman,
continued on page 7
continued on page 7

Wins few for men

Photo by Steve Smith
Launi Meili displays rifle she uses in competition.

Hang tough Mike -and Je
Guess what, Mike Hunter, scholarships to offer some of the
::, 1u' re not the only person at
premier prep grapplers in the
bastern concerned about the state, Hunter is literally stuck in
wre tling program.
the proverbial pretzel hold.
A day after The Easterner's
Things are looking up, no
t i11al issue last quarter (Dec. 2), I
thanks to the athletic department,
ETC.,
n:cei ved a call from an obviously which apparently wants to keep
Jistraught individual. "Don't you wrestling alive and part of its
ETC.,
guys cover wrestling?" he charg- Division I package, but ha~n•t
.•f.@lm ETC.
ed. "The wrestling team had a been overzealous in the long-cerm
match last week."
loan department.
And it won, upsetting MonIt seems the wrestling program
tana, thus snapping a 15-match lacks collateral to back up such an
GREG LEE
losing skein spanning two investment by EWU's financial
seasons.
brokers.
standout in Wisconsin, he went
First, allow me to answer his
That's a shame, too.
on to enjoy a successful mat
Used to be Eastern was con- career in college.
4uestion, since he so rudely
wouldn't listen to my response on- sidered a powerhouse as a
ThaCs something he hopes to
member of the National Associa- pass on to the courageous batch
1he phone.
Yes, The Easterner does and 1ion of Intercollegiate Athletics. of wrestlers at EWU. Courageous
will continue to cover wrestling. It's a rare occasion that any in the sense they wrestle in the
Just check three or four of the Eastern athletic event will come shadow of winter's major sport-final issues of fall quarter. But we close to filling Reese Court's basketball--and without financial
won't and can't cover each ar:id. 5,000 seats. But the wrestling aid.
every match. It's a matter of team did in 1977 when EWU capIf Hunter is given some finanpriorities--what 's important vs. tured the NAIA championship cial assistance and given the
. available manpower.
here in Cheney.
chance to refurbish the successDon't misin•-·:,ret my stateCoincidentally,
'77
was starv~d program, then the sport ·
ment. Wrestling is important. Eastern's last season as an NAIA- will survive.
However, it seems as if Eastern's member school.
,
Otherwise, ....
athletic officials don't share the
Back to the present. Hunter is a
Look at it this way Mike. At
fine, enthusiastic coach. A little. least you know you've got an
same belief.
Not having the luxury of a large green in coaching experience but anonymous friend out there. The
budget--or any budget as far as not in ti)~ mechanics and fun- score: Hunter 2, the athletic
money is concerned--and some damentals of the sport. i\ prep department undecided.

..

.. .,·~,

********
When Eastern lost a four-point
lead in the final 26 seconds to
Montana last Thursday on Reese
Court and was tied by the
Grizzlies sending the game into
overtime, the Eagles lost the
game.
..
The five-minute extra period
didn't even have to be played.
When a Division I, Big Sky Conference power such as Montana is
given life after near death, you
can be assured it will cash in on
the second chance.
And Montana did.
A rookie team in Division I
competition, Eastern nearly pulled a David-shocking-Goliath
miracle. Montana Coach Mike
Montgomery realized he barely
got out of Cheney alive, let alone
with an 86-81 victory.
"We were flat early," admitted
r.tontgomery. "We didn't really
seem like we wanted to play, but
hey, you have to credit Eastern.
Eastern got to playing good and
felt they were in it."
"We were fortunate to get a
win." .

********

With or without injuries this
winter, Krause's team has not had

I

the luxury of playing with a full
hand. "With the players we have,
we have much less margin of error," the veteran coach of 16
seasons at Eastern said.
"I 'II worry about the win-loss
goals," Krause continued. "The
players shouldn't. All I've asked
is for them to listen, learn and
play hard together. We've got
good players waiting in the wings
and if we get a good recruiting
year, we should be a different
team next year."
"We'll be ready to play."

'********
Speaking of basketball, Krause
has his 1984-85 basketball.
schedule mapped out, which includes a nationally televised game
with DePaul in Chicago, Ill.
Next season, EWU won't be on
the road 17 of 27 games as the
present schedule requires. Eastern
plays IS borne dates this season .
To my best knowledge, it will
be Eastern's first time under the
big-time lights. Krause is a longtime friend of Ray Meyer, who
will hand the coaching reigns of
the DePaul Blue Demons ov~r to
his son, Joe, at the end of the
season .

..
•

i

. ,)
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Victories scarce
continued from page 6

The Eagles then ended their
seven-game dry spell with a win
over Cal-State Santa Barbara in
second-night action of the Bayou
Classic as EWU triumphed 68-66
behind Tony Chrisman's 29
points.
However, Eastern went back to
old hat, as it has lost its last seven,
including a setback by Gonzaga
Tuesday on Reese Court.
After knocking off Cal-Santa
Barbara, the Eagles fell to Colorado State (in Fort Collins, 6857), Idaho State (a disappointing
overtime loss in Cheney, 75-74),
to the Vandals of Idaho (in
Moscow, 91-69), to Portland (on
Reese Court, 62-55), to Montana
(another overtime heartbreaker in
Cheney, 86-81) and to Boise State
last Saturday (in Boise, 92-69).
The John Stockton-led Gonzaga Bulldogs downed Eastern
Tuesdav on Reese Court.
Eastern's two wins have been
by a combined winning margin of
six points.
·
With EWU's loss to Gonzaga,
the Eagles have now lost five
home ball games in a row. Reese
Court has never witnessed sach
abuse.
Reese Court opened for play
December of 1976. Eastern is 9121 in Cheney, a winning percentage of .821.
Before the season began,
Eastern had a good chance to
reach the 100-win mark before the
season ended . Coach Jerry
Krause was within four victories
of the 250-win plateau as head
coach.
With 10 games left, just three in
Cheney (Eastern's home game
with U.S. International .has been
cancelled), reaching both marks is
almost unobtainable--al least this
year.
Whether or not Big Brother is
watching the Eastern Eagles, he
hasn't let the men's team join The
Party.
The Eagles inaugurated 1984
on Reese Court two weeks ago,
losing the winter-quarter opener
to Portland's Pilots, 62-55.
"I just don't think we're playing good enough defense," said
dejected Eagle Coach Jerry

Krause after the game. "They
(Portland) waited until we had
breakdowns, and they had too
many good shots," he added.
The Pilots tallied 11 field goals
from within three feet of the
basket in the first half while the
EaGtern offensive attack was scattered over its end of the court.
The Eagles trailed 37-32 at
halftime and 42-34 three minutes
into the second half. But for the
next six minutes, the Eastern
defense denied any Pilot points,
while the Eagle offense continued
to score. When Jeff Reinland
bucketed the second of two free
throws with I 0:57 to go in the
game, EWU took its first lead of
the contest, 43-42.
However, Portland recaptured
the lead· on its next trip down the
court, and the Eagles never led
again.
"They're a physical and pretty
talented team," said Krause.
"We don't match up with them,
obviously.''
Reinland and Tony Chrisman
shared Eagle scoring honors with
16 points apiece. Pilot Dwayne
corbitt led all scorers with 20.
Montana's Larry Krystkowiak,
a 6-foot-9 sophomore forward
from Missoula, repeatedly hurt
Eastern inside in the Grizzlies'
overtime victory a week ago.
Krystkowiak scored a careerhigh 33 points, 12 of his buckets
coming in the paint on shots five
feet or less from the basket.
The Eagles fly to Manhatten,
Kan., tonight to take on the Kansas State Jaykawks (the game can
be heard live at 5:25 p.m. PST on
Eastern's K-89 radio station),
then travel to Lincoln, Neb., to
meet Nebraska Saturday (this
game can also be tuned in on K-89
at 5:25 p.m.).
Kansas State, a member of the
Big Eight Conference, finish_ed 410 in cor)ference last year, 12-16
overall.
Eastern, 2-14, meets a
Nebraska team on a roll. The
1982-83 Huskers tied Nebraska's
school record for victories with a
22-win, 10-loss campaign. It
reached the semifinals of the National Invitation Tournament in
New York last year.

Photo by Brad Garrison·
Eastern Coach Jerry Krause
gives advice to Jerry Taylor.

returning, Allen believed it would
be a rebuilding year for the
Eagles. "The team has progressed
much more rapidly than thought
possible," Allen said.
E WU has won matches at
Oregon State, Fresno, San Francisco and Washington State
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University. Eastern lost its first
match to WSU in 16 years recently.
For the Eagles to qualify for
nationals, they'll have to draw on
the fine shooting touches of Meili
and Schulz.
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RB team 3rd
Eastern's men's racquetball
team finished third last quarter in
the Greater Spokane Racquetball
League, missing a first-place title
by one point.
The second half of league competition takes place this quarter.
The team is quasi-coached by Pat
Whitehill.
Reese Court will be the site of a
32-team soccer tourney all day
Saturday.
Eastern's own soccer team is ·
one of the favorites to win.
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MWAC title? Eagles hope so
NCAApilsses
EWU legislation
., Compiled from staff accounts

Compilrd from

sl■ ff ■ «ounts

DALLAS--Legislation which
would allow Eastern Washington
University and any other Division
I university the opportunity to
gain admittance into a Division I
multi-sports conference was passed favorably Wednesday.
The legislation, proposed by
Eastern men's Athletic Director
Ron Raver, allows an institution,
such as EWU, to negotiate for
membership within an NCAArecognized Division I affiliated
conference.
This was considered one of the
last major hurdles in Eastern 's
quest to become a member of the
Big Sky Conference. One last and
final action that must be completed is for Eastern to have Division I schedules for all men's
sports under contract for three
successive seasons.
It was believed Raver would
make great strides in completing
the scheduling while in Dallas for
the annual NCAA conference of
presidents, athletic directors and
committee members.
Now the ball is in the court of
the Big Sky Conference. Eastern

has met the major requirements
of a Division I institution.· The
only thing that would keep EWU
from becoming a member of the
Big Sky is the Big Sky presidents
and AD's themselves.

There's nosense delaying it any
longer.
It's time for Mountain West
Athletic Confer~nce women's
basketball action.
The verdict is in on the Lady
Eagles' pre-season performance:
seven wins, three losses, one
tourney title and almost another
one.
Eastern hopes to carry its early
season success on the road into
Mountain WAC play when the
Eagles travel to Ogden, Utah, Friday to take on Weber State and
Pocatelle, Idaho, Saturday to
meet the Bengals of Idaho State.
Both games are crucial MW AC
contests since Eastern's initial
confere nee actio~ takes place on
the road. In fact, EWU will play
five of its first seven MW AC
games away from Cheney before
finishing the second-half of confere nee play at home.
Seven of EWU's first 10 games
were played on the road, four on
the Hawaiian Islands.
For the most part, Eastern has
played consistent basketball.
And Coach Bill Smithpeters,
showing the effects of the
Hawaiian sun, is ready to get the
"real" season underway.
"We're ready," Smithpeters
said with a confidence of a coach
who visions po~t-season playoffs
for his Lady Eagles.
Eastern won its own invitational early in December. The
Eagles topped Boise State, a
MW AC foe, in the championship
game of the Lady Eagles Nagler's
Classic.

Last Saturday, Fresno State
topped EWU 77-73 to take the
Rainbow Wahine Classic in
Honolulu. In a game before the
tourney, Eastern drilled San
Francisco State 80-56 behind Fay
Zwarych's 23 points.
In the Wahine Classic, EWU,
behind freshman Brenda Souther
who was named the tournament's
Most Valuable Player, stopped
the University of Hawaii 81- 76

with eight a game.
Eastern, 7-3, will meet Weber
State, 6-7, Friday at 6:30 p.m.
(PST).
The Eag(es take on Idaho State,
5-5, at the same time Saturday.
Here are MW AC standings
entering play Friday: Eastern (73), Montana State (8-2), Idaho (92), Montana (8-3), Boise State (65) and Portland State (2-IO).

Bill Smith peters
'We're ready'

and Hawaii Pacific 91-56 before
dropping the championship game
to Fresno State.
Souther, who averages 12.2
points and l0.6 rebounds per
game, blocked 23 shots in four
games in Honolulu. She leads
MW AC block shots statistics with
4. 1 a game.
Lisa Comstock, EWU's standout point guard, leads in assists

Brenda Souther
Freshman star

''If we can stay above water in
games on the road and win .750
percent of the games at home,"
Smithpeters said, "we should be
right there."
·
There as in a shot at the
MWAC title.
'' I think we can win the championship and we should be in the
post-season playoffs," the coach
added.

Twia repays his coach

<'

-LL Continent Travel
I

•COMPUTERIZED•

I

Room 219 in the·PUB

• 359-6434 •
or 1-mmediate
Fares & Reservations!
.
,

• Air. • Rail • Cruises •Tours
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Solitude behiad tile mike for B.-eitsteia
•
Eastern's top voice
By Greg Lee

Sports Editor

Ron Breitstein is from the big
city--Los Angeles.
To say he went though a tough
transition when he moved from
the city of smog to Cheney three
He's not a Vin Scully, Dick
years ago is an understatement.
Enberg, or Al Michaels yet, but
Culture shock is a more ac- Breitstein's desire, determination,
curate term.
and potential could some day get
Big city boy to podunk Cheney, him into the national limelight of
Breitstein stuc·k out like a corn sporting events.
stalk in a wheat field. He knew it
"One of my biggest strengths,"
too.
Breitstein said, "was growing up
"It was tough 1 " he said of his with Vin Scully (long-time Los
decision to attend Eastern.
"From a standpoint of accepting
the way people are, I came from
an area of upper-middle class
people to a place that wasn,.t.
After the first couple of weeks,
people here realized I was from a
different background."
Breitstein wanted to let
everyone know that he was a real
person, not a fake.
"I don't like L.A., but I'm not
in love with Cheney, either," he
said.
·
·
For the reason Breitstein chose
10 attend Eastern, he could have
picked from the University of
Southern California or UCL4A.
It 's his career aspiration -- television sports reporting and play-byplay sports broadcasting -- that
required enrollment at a smaller
university as opposed to a crowded major university in California.
He wanted 10 start his career
training as a freshman and not
ballle with the pretty faces of
Southern California.
Anyone at Eastern who has attended an Eastern athletic event
or tuned in to EWU sports broadrnsts on the school's radio station
-- KEWC K-89 -- has either knowingly or unknowingly heard
Breitstein's voice. (His name is
pronounced Brightsteen).

Gaetti

continued from page 8

He hasn't had all-star seasons in
his first two years with Minnesota, but neither has his team.
As a favor to Eastern baseball
coach Jim Wasem, who coached
Gaetti for two years (1978-79) at
Northwest Missouri State University in Marysville, Mo., the Twin
plans to make the current
endeavor an annual event on his
calendar.
"I think he'll be here· each
year," said Wasem, EWU's
coach of two years. "He's a
young man who obviously feels
he owes a great deal to the program."
And a great amount to Wasem-the coach and friend.
"He (Wasem) taught me more
than anybody in baseball," Gaetti
said. "Everything he does is
logical. He's helped me more than
anybody here knows."
"He's just very knowledgeable
about the game and intelligent.
You got to work har.d, but it's a·
lot of fun playing for him. I'll
continue to do it (help with the
camp) as long as he wants me to."
Wasem responded to the compliments with a touch of humor
and praise for his former collegiate standout. "I got him at a
young, formative age," Wasem
said. "It's nice of him to say that,
but I'm sure he's just being nice

and generous. Every time I've
seen Gary Gaetti play (for Minnesota) he's been better and better
each time out."
"We're very proud of him.
He's a great player and great
kid."
After two seasons in the
minors, Gaetti was called up by
Minnesota for the final · nine
games of the 1981 campaign. He
immediately got his name in the
record books when he blasted a
home run in his first big league atbat off Texas knuckleball artist
Charlie Hough.
"Shoot, I wasn't thinking
anything," Gaetti said . "I was
nervous and just didn't want to
strike out. I didn't know what to
expect. I was just glad to be there
and be playing.••
"It was awesome," he said of
the HR. "I w.a s excited for the
rest of the year."
When next year ( 1982) rolled

Angeles Dodgers broadcaster) .
Listening to him helped me set
standards for myself.
Scully
knows everything about sports,
but the best thing about that is he
doesn't act like it."
The California Kid didn't come
to Eastern experience-shy as far
as his goals were concerned.

after arriving in Cheney. "My
freshman year was brutal," he
said.
" I thought it was the
neatest thing being away from
home. I thought I didn't have to
study. After the first two weeks, I
Throughout his high school days was homesick and I ran up the
he was involved in production of phone bills.''
Breitstein, in a sports way, felt
a weekly TV sports show (shown
isolated
here. "I couldn' t find arclosed-circuit within his school),
three years of public address an~ ticles on my teams, especiall y
nouncing experience, and ex- hockey. Hockey rank s up there a~
one of my favorite sports."
perience in local radio stations.
Station manager and sports
At first he didn't want to go to
.:ollege. He had second thoughts direct9r of the school radio station K-89, Breitstein airs Saturday
night or Sunday night Spokane
Chiefs home hockey games.
A junior, he's less than two
years away from stepping out into
the "real" world of job hunting.
Two more years of training, and
he feels he'll be ready.
"My original goal was to do
sports on TV," Breitstein said.
"It still is."
As a sports fanatic living in a
mecca of sports entertainment,
Breitstein has had the opportunity
to see the NFL Pro Bowl, NBA
All-Star game, NHL All-Star
game and the baseball All-Star
game three times.
Breitstein would welcome the
opportunit y to work in the Los
Angeles market. However, h~
realizes tha t's a few games and
telev ision broadcasts down the
road.
Keep an ear open fo r
Breitstein' s voice and an eye alert
for the unique spelling o f hi s
name.
Editor's note: Breitstein will be
covering the Kansas State University and Nebraska basketball
games on the road with Eastern's
basketball team tonight and
Saturday. Tonight in Manhattan,
Kansas, airtime is 5:25 pm PST.

SALE
SERVICE
RENt'ALS

around, the Twins honored his
improvement by naming him their
starting third baseman. Defensively, Gaetti has more than held
his own at the corner. He has
either led or has ranked high in
the American League in putouts,
assists, fielding percentage and·
total chances the past two
seasons.
"I learned this year," he said.
"I just want to try and improV{'.
every year. I want to improve my
batting average, want to learn
how to hit he ball to right field
better and want to be a better
clutch hitter."

specializing in
STUDENT
DISCOUNT -

10%

235-2740

STUDENT
l •ISCOUNT

KURT STEAZELBACH
OWNER

Cheney

i.~

~

·-

Restaurant & Lounge
235-4420

809 1st

'I ./ ~

'

...

-

IBM, SCM, ~OVAL

1115 3rd St.

"I want to stay with the Twins.
Hey, I want to win the World
Seri~s. bean all-star, an MVP and
never make any outs,' ~ he said,
laughing.
Gaetti just wants to learn and
improve.

,,,,

10% student
& senior citizens

du/J,E.'tio't 'J.'J/J.E.w'titE.'t

10%

Cheney

.
..
:' · Winter Quarter Bowling Leagues ,
for l!WU Students

DINING ROOM SPECIALS
4 on a Team • Any Combination of Gals or Guys\ .--------------------- ---------------------1
i BREAKFAST :
1/3 POUND
Bowl Mon. or Thurs. 9:15 P M /I I•
I
SPECIAL
I
Get YOUR Team in Now!
t
Hi\MBURGER
•2
g
Also: Regular Sat. Nlte Moonllte Bowllng Starts Jan. 14, 9 PM
o

WIN CASHI EVERYBODY ELIGIBLE

~,.II
~

1708 2nd CHENEY

.

'\ \\

BOWL Ph. 235-6278

Dr. Nicholas J. Tanner

~

IsI
II

Valey Office

E. 9822 Sprague • 924-2600
Podiatrist

Physician & Surgeon
of the Foot

625 B Street • 235-2650
Office .... .,. Aff•l■ta

e■t

•~
ICJ

~

I

99c

o1

!•;rl

I

Includes 2 eggs. 2 sausages.
and toast

1
I

E•p,res Jan 31. 198•

1
I

E,p,res Jan 31. 198•

I

I

·----------------------------------------,
---------------------,
Soup,
I
99c
:
I

z

2

8

Steaming hot bowl § :
of chili with cheese ~ I
and diced onions
I
E,p,res Jan 31, 1984

:t

I

½ Sandwich,
& Pie

$2.75

I

f•1>11es Ja ,i 31, 198•

a!
U
!
I

-------~-------------J .----------------------------------------·--------------------,
Country Fried Steak I
I 2 for 1 • $5.95 :
I

1
2
I~
I3

Clle•y Office

99c

Comes with lettuce, tomato and
pickle on a sesame seed bun

Iz

L-•••••••-~•-•••••••••

announces the opening of his

Family Foot Center

..

1
1
I

I •

I

1

VEAL CUTLETS
Includes dinner salad , pot ato
or rice, and garlic bread
E,p11e. Jan 31 198•

II II
I Ii
8
:
1
I
I
~

I

I

with Country Gravy

O

I

Comes with your c hoice of potato or o I
rice. dinner salad and garlic bread ~ :

$4.95
£,,,,,.. J ~"

31, 1984

:t

I
II

~-------------------- ---------------------~

I
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Practice paying eff
for Eastern pianist
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer
,
.
.
It s a rather chilly wmter evening, much like those experienced
during the ~inter month s in
Eastern ~as~mgton. At EWU the
campus 1s qmet except for an occasional breeze ru st ling some
unexpected leaves. It would appear eve~yone has _gone home for
the evenmg. But if on~ were to
ve_nture out on such a night, th ey
m1g~t perhaps ~t~mbl~ upo~ Paul
Atkmson practlcmg piano m th e
music re_cital hal!.
Paul ts a sen_1~r at ~WU _and
has been pract1cmg piano s mce
about age IO. Just recently,
however, Paul was awarded a key
opportunity to show his talents
?ff. In Nove~ber Paul competed
m the Washington Idaho Symph~ny',s Eighth. ~nnual Young
Art_1sts . Competu1on held at the
Umversuy of Idaho .. Pa~l ~as
selected from twenty-six fmahS ts
as a winner. "It's really quite an
h~n~~. I gues~ I ~~~er expected to
wm, Paul said. I ve entered th e
same. con~est b~fore, b~~ th is !s
th~ first t~me I ve w?n. _Paul s
pnze consists of playmg with th e
Idaho Symphony on February 11
and 12.
. Alt~ough he knew "almo_st t~~
f1rst time I touched the p1an?
that he wanted to go further, with
his music, _i~'s hard to make a real
career dec1S1on at age IO. So when
Paul turne~ ~ 8 h~,knew he had_to
make a dec1S1on. My father died
when I was 13 ~o he ~asn't there
to help me figure it all out.
Everyone really doubted whether
I would actually pursue a career
in music. To this day my mom
still thinks I'm crazy."
Since he lived in Cheney, Paul
decided to attend Eastern and

fulfill his dream. However, his
decision to attend EWU was not
based entirely on the fact that it
was close to home. Paul chose
Eastern for a reason he feels has
' helped him get as far as he is today. The reason was D~vid
Rostkowski, professor of music.
"I like to look at teachers then
the school,,, Paul said. "I knew
he was good. I guess I feel lucky I
was able to study under him. The
nicest thing about being involved
in this music program is working
one on one with the instructor. In
so many other classes the student
is just a number or a spot on a
seating chart, but not in music.
The teacher tailors his instruction
to the students' needs."
Nobody ever told Paul his
dream of becoming a pianist
would come easy and if they had
he probably wo;ld have laughed
at them. As the saying goes,
anything worth doing involves
work. Paul would never disagree
with that: Spending four to six
hours a day practicing, Paul
figures the time is an investment.
'' I look at football players, or any
other person involved in pursuing
a career, and realize that each major involves a certain amount of
devotion and time. Football
players must practice at perfecting their plays, I at my music.
There's very little difference."
Although Paul agrees that there
are days when he'd like to abandon ship, he says those times are
rare "It's the times that I have to
fore~ myself to sit down and get
to work, the times when I think I
hate it, that make me realize how
much I love it."
- It isn't odd in this day and age
to find someone choosing a career
depending on the job market. If
we need more lawyers, law

__

£,...._· .,. , . ,.....]
,..,.
,,.

Tlie four to six hours a day he spends praclicing is a good investment in his fulure, says Eastern's piano
man, Paul Atkinson. The senior was a winner al the Young Artists Competition in Idaho last fall. As a
Photo by Steve Smith
result he will perform with the Idaho Symphony Feb. 11 and 12.
schools fill up. Paul, being no different, expressed the same fear.
"Musicians come a dime a dozen.
Everyone wants to make it to the
top. Nobody has ever really been
able to live off just performing."
So Paul has made some provisions, just in case. "I've begun
studying piano tuning, which will
take from two to four years to
complete. I'm also interested in
piano repair, so hopefully I'll be
able to do something if my music
falls through."
Although Paul talked of "jetting" off to distant lands to perform when he hits the big time, he

By Cal FitzSimmons
Editor
Student elections are still more
than a month away but th~ race
for the job of ASEWU president
already seems to be .heating up.
The primary election will be
held Feb. 16, with the general
election one week later on Feb.
23. There will be six positions \IP
for grabs with three incumbents
expected to seek re-election.
The race for president has
seemingly already started with
one candidate hanging posters
calling for the re-examination of
the Pen·ce Union Building expansion project. Craig Hansen, an
ASEWU executive assistant, has

,,

Try the New Items at the

PUB Dining Service
r-Alley Way Grille

SJ
.95
Grill Pork Rib Dipped in BBQ Sauce and Served on a PUB Bun
. St. Louis Rib Sandwich

I,

-

.

-Deli

,,_

II

i.

·tac0Sah1d•'2.65 _

Ii,

.

'

Our BJked Potato Bar ·
L......,...;.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _Also
_ _Try
..;__
_ _;.__________
.....,......_ _ __..,:
.
- - -

:

Bring in this ad for 1 16-oz. pop with any food purchase
,

.

and hope someday I can contribute some too."
Paul will be contributing his
share when he plays with the
Idaho Symphony on Feb. 11 at 8
p.m. at the University of Idaho
Administration Auditorium. Paul
will also play with the symphony
on Feb. 12 at the Lewiston High
School Auditorium in Lewiston,
Idaho. He encourages everyone to
come. "The more you listen to
classical music, the more you' ll
appreciate it. There's a schedule
available in the musi': office with
dates and times of all future performances."

Presidency, 5 other spots
open for coming elections

BIG SALE

Ii

added that he didn't feel that the
"jet set" lifestyle would be for
him. "Everyone fantasizes about
making their mark on the world,
and I could handle that. But I
want to be able to reach people
with my music, and I don't
believe I could do it that way. But
I might be willing to try it for a
while."
Beethoven is one of Paul's
favorite composers, though he
also appreciates more recent
talent. "I like Arther Rubenstein
and Rudolph Sorkin, two of the
greatest pianists ever. I respect
what they contributed to music,

exP,ires 2/1/84

I

not filed for the position yet but
on his posters calls upon students
to vote for him in the presidential
race.
Hansen is expected to be opposed by, among others, Thayne
Stone. Stone is one of the driving
forces behind the PUB expansion
project and Hansen's obvious opposition to the project should
make for an interesting race.
Also available are the positions
of finance vice president, executive vice president and council
positions 4, 5 and 6.
·
Currently the job of ASEWU
president is held by Gina Hames,
who will not sec:k re-election.
Steve Zander, current executive
vice president, also is not expected to seek re-election. Alisa
Ford, Bob Nichols and Jim ·Popchock are all expected to run
again for council positions.
In order to be eligible to run for
ASEWU president candidates
must be at least a sophomore in

standing with at least a 2.0 accumulative GPA. Persons interested must also have attended
school at Eastern fall quarter 1984. The qualifications for the
other positions are the same except class standing is not a factor.
Candidates for all positions must
have taken at least six credit hours
last quarter .
Peter Perkins, newly selected
director of elections, is urging all
students who think they have a
contribution to make to ASEWU
to come forward and file for one
of the positions.
Perkins said he hopes to make·
all the candidates visible to the
students through several public
forums.
Filing for the available positions begins Feb. 2 at 8 a.m. and
closes Feb. 9 at 5 p.m. Candidates
who are elected will receive the
equivalent of a resident's tuition
each quarter as payment .

Dave's Auto
¼ Mile South On Spangle Road

• Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power ~nglne Repair
• Body . & Glass Repali
'.
•New&·Used Parts

24 HGUr'lrowing
235-61.23, C~e~ey .: 838-3677, Spokane
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Movies
Cllristmas releases were a mixed bag
By Cassie Andrews
· Movie Critic
During the winter break there
were a number of surprises for
movie viewers at the theaters,
some good ones, some bad.
For me the biggest disappointment was the movie "Two of A
Kind,,, starring Olivia NewtonJohn and John Travolta. Beginning in Heaven, God is just coming

Olivia Newton-John is a singer, was Mel Brooks' " To Be or Not
back from a 25-year vacation and Travolta's character then robs a
bank,
and
Newton-John's
not
an actress, and worse, her To Be." Brooks and Anne Banis not happy with the condition of ,
the world. He wants to flood it character keeps the · money and character thinks she's an actress, croft play Mr. and Mrs. Branski,
and start all over again, but the gives Travolta a bag of worthless too. A bad actress trying to play a who own the Branski Theatre in
good actress just doesn ' t work.
envelopes and papers.
four angels left in charge want to
Poland, and star in all o f their
prove to him that there is still
God tells the angels that these John Travolta's acting is all right, shows.
good in the world. They point out
two have to make a sacrifice of but the character is no good, so
Set at the time when Nazi Gertwo people (Newton-John and some kind to each other within a good acting is lost.
many is invad ing Europe,
Travolta) that they think are ex- week, or he'll go with the flood • The highlight of the movie is Brooks' character, an actor, saves
amples of "good" people.
idea.
Oliver Reed as Mr. Beasley, the the Pol ish underground by imperdevil. This is the only decent sonating several o ther characters,
character in the movie, and it is including Hitler.
played excellently.
Brooks' acting is excellent, as is
"Christine" was a pleasant sur:- Bancroft's, Charles Durning's,
prise. I was quite skeptical about Tim Matheson's, and every other
a car movie being any good after character in the movie.
By Lisa Harrison
two or three separate scholarships who maintain a grade point so many movies about cars such
After Mel Brooks' flop
. Staff Writer
for student~ majoring in com- · average of at least 3.75 seems to as "The Hearse" and "The Love "History of the World, Part
Bug,'' but "Christine" turned out One" this is a wonderful treat for
Several scholarships are being munications. Requirements of be given for this scholarship.
made available this quarter, three this scholarship include being a
A national scholarship, FSH, is to be much better than expected. all who enjoy comedy movies .
of which are designed specifically resident of Washington and a offered to disabled students in In fact, I would choose it to be
Another movie that wasn ' t as
for Eastern students. According full-time junior, senior, ·o r science. Several grants of $1,000 among 1983 's best.
good as expected was ''The Man
"Christine" begins on the Who Loved Women." Burt
to Diane Shaw of Student Ser- graduate student during 1984-85. will be awarded. The deadline for
assembly line, with the 1958 Reynolds stars as an artist
vices, the following scholarships The deadline for application is applications is March 15, 1984.
are to be offered.
..
March I, 1984.
Also, the Rotary Foundation Plymuth Furies rolling along. As bothered by the fact that he loves
a mechanic is making an adjust- all women and can't keep a relaThe GUS Scholarship is offered
The Health Careers Scholar- Scholarships are offered for one
by Eastern for juniors and ship offers ten $800 scholarships year of study in a foreign country. ment on the car that is to become tionship with one because he may
seniors. Reviewers look for good for students with financial needs This grant is intended to cover all Christine, her hood suddenly miss an opportunity to be with a
academic ability and interesting for tuition and books. This is for expenses of attending a foreign closes on his hand, showing us better one.
outside activities. There is usually any Washington resident with college. Applicants must be that she is bad from the very
He goes through affairs at an
beginning.
one scholarhip of $500 awarded.
extraordinary
pace, which is not
between
the
ages
of
18
and
28
and
satisfactoy. scholastic standing.
Set in 1978, Christine's first at all believable, even in the conThe James Rippeteau Scholar- Applicants must be enrolled in a unmarried. They must hold a
ship is intended for graduate college or university in the state, bachelor's degre~ for a graduate owner has been dead for a short text of the movie.
students. Usually one $500 and be enrolled in the medical scholarship, or two years of time and his brother is now selling
Also quite unbelievable is t hat
her: She looked perfectly awful, so many women find him attracscholarship is offered.
university
work
for
an
field. The scholarships are
but 17-year-old Arnie Cunn- tive and immediately want to
The Alumni Scholarship is available for 1984-85. The undergraduate scholarship.
designed for students currently at- deadline for applications is Feb.
Applications for the above ingham falls in love with her at climb into bed with him, especialtending or planning to attend 16, 1984.
scholarships will be available by first sight. He tells the old man ly since his character is a middleEastern. There are usually eight
early February in student services. whatever he's asking isn't enough aged artist. If, on the other hand,
$300 scholarships offered.
There are many scholarships and immediately writes him a his character was, as Burt
The Fred G. Zahn scholarship
Reynolds is, a very popular actor
Other scholarships offered for is offering $1,500 for the 1984-85 1 other than the ones presented check .
Arnie, the shmuck of his and sex.symbol, perhaps it would
universities in Washington state academic year to students who are here. Student Services, on second
include Women in Communica- enrolled in colleges or universities floor of Showalter H1dl, urges school, constantly . being beaten be a little more realistic.
The other problem with this
tions and Health Careers. Women in Washington. Usually four you to come up and see if they can up on by the school's tough guys,
in Communications offers $2,000 awards of $1,500 are given.
help you to attain a college now takes on a whole new film is the number of things that
personality--just like Christine's could not possibly happen. For
toward tuition, usually split into Prefeience to juniors and seniors scholarship.
first owner did. Christine, with a example, there is a scene in which
loving owner again, won't let Reynolds is hiding in a closet and
anyone come between her and somehow gets Crazy Glue on his
Arnie--not Arnie's girlfriend, not finger, which gets stuck in his
his best friend, or the high school mouth. Then his lover's fingers
By Chad M. Hutson
toughs who attack Christine with stick to his belt, his other hand
Staff Writer
n;ceiving aid. Eastern is one o f which would be a copy of the pro- sledgehammers and punch holes , sticks to , the dog, and his boots
missory note or a letter from the in
Two changes in procedure at the last state schools in
her
body.
Christine stick to the rug. Why there was
Eastern's financial aid office were · Washington to adopt this lender.
miraculously "heals" her wounds Crazy glue in the closet in the first
A $15 charge is added to the ad- (fantastic special effects) and gets place, how it got opened, and how
implemented Thursday. These method, though it still has the
her revenge.
changes can aid and hurt the stu- most lenient set of academic re- vance or four percent of the
he gets it on the bottoms of his
amount
borrowed,
whichever
1s
'
Another
surprise
this
season
dent.
quirements.
noots is not explained.
The first of these changes inLau ff said the change hopefully less. A limit of $300 was set if the
volves the requirements for will "weed out" students who are money is not going to housing,
tuition or fees, and is not more
Cheney/Medical Lake
receiving financial aid. According not using the money properly.
than
a
quarter
of
the
GSL
loan.
If
to Louis Lauff, financial aid proThe other change involves adgram assistant, the office used to vances on Guaranteed Student the advance is going for housing,
fees or tuition the amount borgive money to students, then Loans. According to aid program
can , be $300 over the
rowed
checked on their academic pro- assistant Jane McClean, students
Heo, MTV, ESPN, USA, WTBS, CINEMAX,
gress. This allowed students to who may not receive their loan amount needed or under a quarter
CNN, WGN, CBN
receive aid even though they .,nay money before the tuition payment of the GSL loan. These loan advances
can
be
picked
up
in
the
not have met -the required two deadline may take out a loan
-----Callus today for installation - - - point grade average and the against their GSL's. This loan ad- Financial Aid office only on
Thursdays.
minimum six credit hours per vance must be paid when the GSL
REMEMBER: tuition must be
721 1st
Medical Lake
Cheney
quarter. · Federal regulations re- loan arrives and is paid back at six
· paid by January 23rd and
Cheney
624-7129
235-5144
quire universities to check on percent interest.
payments
will
not
be
deferred.
students' progress when receiving
Certain requirements must be
aid, but the requirements for ade- met to receive this loan advance.
quate progress are set by each These rquirements are: I.
university.
Washington residency 2. Enrolled
Lauff said the office has always at least half time (undergraduate
checked on students' progress, six credit hours graduate five
but now students must meet re- credit hours) 3. Written confirmaquirements set before actually tion of approval of the GSL loan

Office has scholarships

Aid changes affect disbursement, GSL' s
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the president's firing.
Friday the 8oard denounced
Grimm's comments, saying
Frederickson had their complete
support. Board chairman Shaber
also said Eastern would not have
changed anything about the way
the center lease was entered into.
Other
legislators
called
Grimm's outburst unnecessary.
Rep. Ren Taylor, R-Spokane,
said the attack was "totally
unethical and totally out of
place," and added that soine
westside legislators "have long
had a personal vendetta against
George. ''
Rep. Earl Tilly, R-Wenatchee,
also said the public hearing was
the wr0ng place to reprimand
Frederickson . "Rep. Grimm cut
him up in pieces and skewered
him, called him a liar only he
didn't use the four-letter word
liar. .. I didn't think it was fair ."
Grimm later said he · used
Frederickson partly as an example
to let other university admininistrators know they are expected to follow state policy.
The trustees announced this
week that enrollment at the
Spokane center will be cut back
during the next two quarters to
bring the annual average back into line with the legislative restriction.
But Eastern's future control of
the building is up in doubt.
Shaber said he has heard conflicting reports from Grimm as to
whether funding will be approved.
Grimm said Tuesday he may let
the Spokane delegation in the
legislature decide who will control
the center because tney are more
familiar with the program issues
involved.
If that is true, "It may be time
for students and faculty to get a
petition going, and for the entire
board of trustees and President
Frederickson to go to Olympia,"
Shaber said.
"We need to impress on the
Spokane rlegislators the absolute
urgency of the Higher Education
Center for Spokane and Eastern
Washington University," he said.
" It appears the center is getting
caught up in state politics," he
said.

Frederickson-. .. continued from page I
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into Eastern's enrollment had
been called off. The probe had
been asked for by Joe Taller,
director of the state Office of
Financial Management.
Grimm called the meeting with
the trustees "one of the most
rewarding of my career." He
stepped back from calling for
Frederickson's dismissal because
he said the trustees indicated they
would keep a closer eye on such
situations as overenrollment.
Grimm said that at this point he
would Le working directly with
the trustees rather than through
Frederickson.
'' I think it is more appropriate.
to deal with the trustees. He
(Frederickson) is not in charge of
the university."
The controversy surrounding
Eastern surfaced last week during
a series of House Ways and
Means Committee meetings.
Eastern >s acquisition of the
downtown center drew fire from a
subcommittee
hearing
last
Wednesday, Jan. 4. Legislators
concluded that though the way
Eastern moved into the center was
legal, it violated usual policies
and procedures . Since last year
those loopholes in existing policy
have been tightened up, said
Ways and Means vicechairwoman Rep. Helen Sommers, D-Seattle.
Grimm's personal attack on
Frederickson came the next day,
Jan. 5. Language freezing
Eastern 's enrollment at spring
quarter 1983 levels had been written into the agreement allowing
Eastern to lease the center for one
year.
When Grimm discovered that
the center's enrollment exceeded
that level by 2 percent, he accused
Frederickson of doing "what you
damn well please," and called for

enrollment, Ro
said. Eastern
did not recei ve e ·t ra money for
facult y salaries la t year.
Grimm said it is twice a easy to
get acce to a college education
in poka ne a in the res t of the
tale , and he blamed what he
term ed Frederick on' s o pen-door
policy for that. He said other
a reas of the state suffer as a
res ult. For example, he said the
whole state community college
system last quarter had an
overenrollment of about 100
students out of a total of 83,000.
"You can't tell me those situations are the same.
"What Frederickson is saying
is 'To hell with Nelson Grote!' To
hell with Glenn Terrell! To hell
with Clark County! To hell with
King County!" Grimm said.
Frederickson denied that
Eastern has an open-door policy.
He said the demand for education
in the Spokane area is very heavy,
and said Eastern's admission
standards are the same as the
ether schools in the state.
"Our admission policies are
very specific," Frederickson said.
After meeting with the trustees
Sunday Grimm said a probe by
the state attorney general's office
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"Grimm, however, was vague
in his quotes to the paper.
Somebody should have brought
to his attention that most of the
other state universities were also
over-enrolled. And then the real
issue of over-enrollment at the
Higher Education Center would
have surfaced."
Michael
Papadopoulos,
mathematics and computer
science:
, , we
supp O rt
Frederickson whenever he does
something good for the university.,,
Philip Weller, English: "The
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reason for the controversy is that
other schools, Gonzaga and
WSU, are in competition with
Eastern for the Spokane market. I
think Gonzaga and WSU want to
be the primary providers in
Spokane. I think the building is a
real sign of Eastern's claim that
Spokane is its territory.
Jeff Corkill, chemistry: "It
seemed that Grimm, through his
committee, was carrying out the
legislature's mandate over higher
education rather than letting
Eastern have a certain amount of
autonomy. Eastern had to be
shown what the order of command was. It was Grimm's way of
getting back at Eastern. His attack was contrived."
Steve Simmons, mathematics
and computer science: "Higher
education is very valuable to the
university. Working people need
to be centrally located."
David Sivan, economics:
"Frederickson has a very good
sense of what the university
needs."

Faculty-
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Two recent incidents in the nation have thrust Vietnam vets into
the consciousness of the nation again, with one story emphasizing
the problem some Vietnam vets had with adjusting to society upon
their return .
In a recent series of stories published by the Tacoma News
Tribune the discovery of "trip-wire vets" was examined. Taking
their na:.Oe from a term coined by Vietnam veterans for the hidden
traps used by communist forces to maim and kill American soldiers,
and for the American soldiers who became particularly adept at
identifying and dismantling these traps, these vets now live in
remote areas of the state in very primitive conditions.
According to Mike McWatters, a former Navy corpsman who
spent two combat tours with the Marines in Vietnam, and who was
subsequently quoted in the series, trip-wire vets are located near
Forks and on the Olympic Peninsula in rural Whatcom County, in
remote areas of Kittitas County and along the Columbia River, and
in areas north of Spokane far from civilization.
Suffering from Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, a condition in
which the symptoms of extreme stress manifest themselves long
afler the incident or incidents that brought it on have passed, these
vets survive with little but the clothes on their back in the wilderness,
sometimes wearing animal skins for clothing and hunting by very
primitive methods, according to the article.
"I know of one vet who went into the woods naked, came back
out later (wearing buckskin clothing), had gained 40 pounds and
was armed (with primitive weapons he had made)," Mc Watters said
in the series.
State Veterans Affairs Department Director Randy Fisher, along
with McWatters, has established counseling programs in five rural
areas in order to reach these vets.
With a $ I 00,000 budget provided by the state Legislature,
counseling programs are in Port Angeles, Bellingham, Ellensburg,
the Tri-Cities and Colville.
Since August, when counseling began, some 85 former trip-wire
vets have been counseled, said Fisher in the article.
According to the article, trip-wire vets retreated to the wilderness
areas because they are uncomfortable in an urban environment and
fear crowds.
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